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Abstract— In grid-computing environment the computer resources are shared under the grid nodes.
Resource discovery is an important process for finding suitable nodes that satisfy application requirements in
grid environment. In most of the existing resource discovery mechanisms rely mainly on recent observed
resource capacities of individual nodes to make their deployment decision based on current status of the
nodes have severe limitations to achieve scalability because of the presence of internodes dynamism in
addition to the internodes heterogeneity. Individual nodes have widely varying resource capabilities due to
varying loads, network connectivity, churn, or user behavior. Besides internodes heterogeneity, many of these
systems also show a high degree of internodes dynamism, so that selecting nodes based only on their recently
observed resource capacities can lead to poor deployment decisions resulting in application failures or
migration overheads.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Grid computing is a term referring to the combination of computer resources from multiple administrative
domains to reach common goal. Hardware and software resources are shared within the grid nodes. It provide
mechanisms for sharing and accessing large and heterogeneous collections of remote resources such as
computers, online instruments, storage space, data, and applications. Resources are identified based on a set of
desired attributes. Resource attributes have various degrees of dynamism, from mostly static attributes, like
operating system version, to highly dynamic ones, like network bandwidth or CPU load.
Resource management systems use a system model to describe resources and a centralized scheduler to
control their allocation. It does not adapt well to grid systems, to support high throughput computing. Obstacles
include heterogeneity of resources, which make uniform allocation algorithms difficult to formulate, and
distributed ownership, leading to widely varying allocation policies. By these problems, it developed and
implemented the classified advertisement matchmaking framework, and general approach to resource
management in grid environment with decentralized ownership of resources.
Efficient resource discovery based on dynamic attributes such as CPU utilization and available bandwidth is a
crucial problem in the deployment of computing grids. Existing solutions are either centralized or unable to
answer advanced resource queries (e.g., range queries) efficiently. Aggregation particularly hierarchical
aggregation is a common technique employed in large distributed systems for the scalable dissemination of
information. Aggregation essentially compresses the amount of transmitted data in the system while preserving
the overall information content. In the context of resource discovery, this would correspond to a suitable
“compression” of the node resource usage patterns to achieve a desirable trade-off between the quality of
resource discovery and the overhead of network data transmission in the system.
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The goal is to achieve the same quality of resource discovery as a global resource discovery system with full
historical node-behavioral knowledge, but to significantly compress the amount of necessary node-behavioral
representation data in the system in order to achieve scalability. Such an aggregation of node resource usage
distributions for a group of nodes can be used to represent: An accurate approximation of any individual node’s
resource usage. This is important for the discovery of desirable nodes based on a resource requirement. The
collective resource usage behavior of the group of nodes.
This can provide information about load patterns or resource usage behavior for a set of related nodes (e.g.,
those in the same geographical area or running the same application).The overall capacity of the group. This can
be used to track the overall resource usage, e.g., for audit or accounting purposes.
To account for the heterogeneity of nodes, it defines the notion of a resource bundle: an aggregation of a
group of nodes with similar resource capacity distributions. By combining only similar nodes together, such an
aggregation process will preserve the individual node distributions more accurately. Fig. 3 shows a high-level
view of the notion of resource bundles and how they might be constructed. First, a group of nodes are bundled
based on the similarity of their resource capacity histograms. Second, each bundle produces a representative
distribution that can be used to characterize the whole bundle. The question is how can we identify such groups
of similar nodes to construct a resource bundle, and how can we compute a representative to accurately
represent the nodes in the bundle? Resource bundles and how they might be constructed.
First, a group of nodes are bundled based on the similarity of their resource capacity histograms. Second,
each bundle produces a representative distribution that can be used to characterize the whole bundle. The
question is how we can identify such groups of similar nodes to construct a resource bundle, and how can us
compute a representative to accurately represent the nodes in the bundle. To identify nodes with similar
distributions, we propose the use of clustering algorithms that have traditionally been used in data mining
applications to group together statistically similar data elements. However, a clustering algorithm must meet
several requirements in this context:
1.

2.

3.

The data to be clustered (i.e., the resource histograms) are not single-point, but multi element
(consisting of multiple histogram bins). The clustering algorithm must be able to handle such multi
element data.
The node resource usage histograms could represent arbitrary distributions, and cannot be assumed to
conform to standard distributions (e.g., Gaussian, uniform, etc.). The clustering algorithm must be
distribution-free, i.e., it must not assume the existence of a standard distribution or certain parameters.
The clustering algorithm must not only identify the closely related set of nodes, but it is desirable if it
can also produce a compact representation of the collective resource usage of these nodes. Such a
representation can be used to easily characterize the nodes in a bundle (e.g., high capacity/low capacity,
etc).

II. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
2.1 Statistical Resource Requirements:
During the resource discovery process, applications typically seek nodes meeting certain resource requirements,
e.g., minimum CPU spare capacity of 1 GHz, memory capacity of 512 MB, etc. Such resource requirements can
be expressed as a tuple {R,c}, where R is a resource type, and c is the desired minimum capacity of the resource.
However, the resource capacities of nodes in loosely coupled distributed systems often vary a lot over time,
which could result in application performance degradation, failures, or need for frequent migrations resulting in
large overhead. It would be desirable to provide statistical resource guarantees so that applications can be
deployed on nodes that are likely to satisfy the minimum desired requirement for a certain period of time
2.2 Resource Usage Representation:
Since different applications can specify different values of c, p, and t, maintaining only a few values such as the
capacity corresponding to a fixed percentile (e.g., 95th percentile) of resource usage on each node, or the
percentile corresponding to a fixed capacity level (e.g., 1 GHz) may not provide enough information to satisfy
different resource discovery queries. Similarly, it may need to capture the resource usage behavior over different
time durations (such as an hour, day, week, etc.) to incorporate requirements over different time granularities
and capture long-term versus short-term trends.
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The grid resource discovery and management scheme is designed with the resource bundling mechanism. The
resource information are collected from the grid nodes and maintained under the scheduler. The resource
information is frequently updated under the resource management process. The resource update overhead is high
is large-scale grid environment. The resource bundling scheme is used to group up the resource information.
The resources details are collected and relevant resource information are grouped as resource bundles. The
resource bundle information is used to schedule resources for the tasks.
The proposed system is designed to allocate resources using the resource bundle information. The resource
bundles are prepared in two ways. They are statistical resource bundling model and cluster based resource
bundling model. The statistical resource bundling model uses the aggregation function for the bundling process.
The cluster based resource bundling scheme is used to group the grid resources with respect to the similarity
values.
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
The presence of node-level dynamism means that selecting nodes based only on recently observed capacities
can lead to poor deployments resulting in application failures or migrations. However, existing resource
discovery techniques rely only on recent observations to achieve scalability.
It proposes a resource bundle which used as a representative for resource usage distribution in a group of
nodes by using similar resource usage patterns. Two efficient techniques used in a Resource Bundles to capture
the long-term resource usage behavior of a set of nodes: Resource usage histograms and clustering-based
resource aggregation to achieve compact representation of a set of similarly behavior and scalability.
It showed that resource bundles are able to provide high accuracy for statistical resource discovery, while
achieving high scalability and also showed that resource bundles are ideally suited for identifying group-level
characteristics such as finding load hot spots and estimating total group capacity.
The resource bundle based grid resource discovery scheme is designed to fetch resource in a large-scale grid
environment. The system manages the scalability factor. Statistical bundling techniques are replaced with
cluster-based scheme. Processor, bandwidth and storage space are shared under the grid environment. Resource
monitoring process is simplified with the bundle-based technique.
The scheduling scheme distributes the load to all the bundles. The system can be enhanced with the following
features.
1. The resource management scheme can be improved with security features.
2. The resource discovery and scheduling scheme can be enhanced to manage resources under cloud
computing environment.
3. The resource bundling scheme can be improved to handle cost based resource scheduling process.
4. Failure management and task migration features can be added with the bundle based resource
discovery and management scheme.
5. The resource bundling scheme can be adapted to the data grid environment to manage storage data and
spaces.
6. The resource bundle scheme can be adapted to other real life problems such as inventory management
and supply chain management.
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